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AMENDMENT NO. 1 - ATTACHMENT A 

1. (C.4.2) page 7.  Because we have received the RFP and have little time to get some of the 
requirements for each candidate we present to you, ie: health forms, health and safety training, 
first aide, police check, etc. we may not have the current info.  Some of our candidates have 
expired forms since they have not been working due to the COVID situation.  All our candidates 
do get everything completed before we send them on an assignment.  Normally we have our 
candidates always up to date with all their forms.  Will this be acceptable in presenting candidates 
in the proposal? 
RESPONSE:  
Please refer to the columns labeled "responsible entity", and "comments" in Section C, 
Table C.4.2. Upon contract award, as noted in these columns some items will be facilitated 
by DC Courts staff. Attachment J.10, health certificate may be completed prior to starting 
work.    
 

2. (J.5)  I don’t understand what a Certification of Eligibility is. Also what is a Project Name that 
needs to be filled out? 
RESPONSE:  
Attachment J.5 is to certify and ensure that your company has not been determined 
ineligible by the Government. Please refer to the information as described in attachment J.5 
and its entirety to determine the various capacities in which this could or could not be 
applicable to your company and its affiliates. The Project name is "DC Courts Child Care 
Center Services".    
 

3. (J.8)  Please explain what a Release of Claims is. 
RESPONSE:  
Attachment J.8 is completed by the company that is awarded the contract and is usually 
completed as a final document upon closing out the contract to release the Government 
(Courts) of any liabilities, claims and obligations arising out of the contract agreement.     
 

4. (K.2.) page 23. Please explain what I am supposed to do with Acknowledgement of Amendments. 
RESPONSE:  
By completing the table in Section K.2 you are acknowledging and confirming that you have 
received any and all amendments issued under the solicitation. As noted below the table, 
you have the option of completing the table (listing the amendment number and date), or by 
signing the actual amendment or doing both. You will provide this table and/or the 
amendments with your proposal submission.    

 
5. (M.1) page 36. (a) What does it mean by “Financial resources”?  (d) Are you asking for a list of 

people/positions in our company that supports this? 
 RESPONSE: 
 M.1.1 which includes bullets a and d,  describes the criteria used to determine how 

 capable your company is in its ability to fulfill the contract requirements. Your 
 company shall establish responsibility. Section M.1.2 further explains that the 
 Contracting Officer may request the necessary information to determine that 
 responsibility. If this is the case, you will be notified and asked for the specific  
 information required to make this determination. However, your company's initial 
 proposal shall indicate your best terms as  indicated in the solicitation. Please also 
 refer to sections M.1.3 and M.2 of the solicitation.   

 


